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KICKBALL
Check out page 5 for a photo spread of a kickball
game between Conklin and Kohl Residence Halls
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Names needed for new residence CITY
BRIEF
halls; students can vote for choices

Gypsy Lane Road
closed until Friday

By Emily Tuckar

said. "Students' opinions tell us
a lot."
Waters said Ed Whipple, vice
Today and Thursday, students can president for Student Affairs,
give their input on the names of asked her to organize a group to
the new residence halls through help brainstorm names for the
an online opinion poll.
new residence halls. The group
Sarah Waters, director of consists of Waters, lodi Webb,
Residence Life, said students can senior associate dean of students,
vote on the University home page Kevin Basch, Undergraduate
for their favorite names for the Student Government president,
new residence halls. Currently, Dan Caldwell, USG vice president,
the halls are called Northwest Matt Melnek, Resident Student
president,
and
Residence Hall and South Central Association
Kimberly Verhoff, national comResidence Hall.
"It would be fantastic for stu- munications coordinator of RSA.
dents to give their input," Waters
The group was formed in early
Reporter

August and only met a couple times.
The final names the group came
up with are Black Swamp, Carillon,
Falcon, Centennial, Falcon Heights,
Ivy Hall, Tercel. Peregrine, Oak or
White Oak.
After voting is over. Waters said the
totals from the polls will be counted, and then Whipple will take the
a >unts of the votes to President Carol
(artwright. Finally, Cartwright will
take the total votes to the Board of
Trustees meeting in October.
Verhoff said about 30 names were

Gypsy Lane Road will be closed until Friday
for railroad construction delayed from last week.

Give your opinion for

The area between Klou Road and South Main
Street will be inaccessible as CSX replaces the

the names of the new

railroad crossings

residence halls.

Director of Public Works Brian Craft said CSX
will replace railroad rails and timbers, as wed as
repave the road.

Where:
http:llwww.bgsu.edu

According to the city's website, across to
driveways and businesses wili be ni-nntained.
The crossing at Pike Street, which was under
construction last week, is now open to traffic.

When:
Today and Thursday

See NAMES!

JOIN THE
FESTIVITIES

Campus Fest highlights what University offers students

9y UB ShunMNM
Reporter

For students looking to get
involved and meet new
people, an opportunity to do
so is just around the comer
—Campus Fest
"Campus Fest is a big organizanonandactivity fair." said
Kelly Jo Larsen, coordinator of Student Organization
Programs. "Three hundred
organizations, volunteer
groups, and community service groups come in and talk
to students."
This year's Campus Fest
is Thursday in front of the
Union and will represent
more than 300 student

Obama declares end to Iraq combat missions
By Ban Fallar
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — Fiercely opposed
to the war from the start. President
Barack Obama formally ended the
U.S. combat role in Iraq after seven
long years of bloodshed, declaring
firmly Tuesday night: "It is rime to
turn the page." Claiming no victory,
he said the nation's most urgent priority now must be fixing its own
sickly economy.
From the Oval Office, where
George W Bush first announced the
invasion that would come to define
his presidency, Obama addressed
millions who were divided over the
war in his country and around the

FORUM

See CAMPUS | PageS

ontana's controversial drinking
and driving culture at crossroads

world. He said the United States
"has paid a huge price" to give Iraqis
the chance to shape their future
— a price that now includes more
than 4,400 dead, tens of thousands
of troops wounded and hundreds
of billions of dollars spent since
March 2003.
In a telling sign of the domestictroubles weighing on the United
States and his own presidency,
Obama turned much of the emphasis in a major war address to the dire
state of U.S. joblessness.
In his remarks of slightly less than
20 minutes, only his second address

By Mall Gouraa
The Associated Press

"I have heard
legislators berate

PHOTO COURTESY or THE WHITE HOUSE

See OBAMA I

groups and organizations on
campus. Every green spot in
the vicinity will be filled from
11 am to 3 p.m.
"You can't miss it" Larsen
said. "Its a fun way to reconnect and meet new friends
on and off campus."
Many students agree.
"If you don't know anyone and want to meet new
people, it's good to just walk
around and say hi to people,"
said junior Jeff Stevens, who
recalled the awkwardness at
the condom table from his
freshman Campus Fest
"ICampus Fest| was filled.
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HELENA, Mont.—Montana has long
had a reputation as a place where you
could crack open a beer while driving
down the interstate just about as fast
as you liked.
Until 2005, when the state came
under heavy duress from the federal government, it was legal to drink
and drive in many places. And a
few years before that there wasn't
even a speed limit on major highways and in rural areas.
But spurred by the high-profile
death of a highway patrolman at

SPORTS

Dress as Palin for Halloween

Follow laws about leggings

Wojtala prepares for season

Although she isn't currently holding

Columnist James Bero explains the appropriate

Freshman hockey player Camden Wojtala

political office, Sarah Palin is still a good

situations to wear leggings in public, and expresses

looks to bring success to the Falcons after

Halloween costume choice, according to

his frustrations with the trend of wearing leggings as

a stellar high school career and a season

columnist Kate Noftsinger | P»gt 4

a substitute for pants | Pag* 4

with the Omaha Lancers | Pigt 6

[public safety officers]
for bothering drivers."
Rebecca Sturdevant ] MADD

the hands of an intoxicated driver.
Montana's Old West drinking and
driving culture is retreating. ludge*
are rejecting lenient plea deals and
law enforcement leaders <ire cxplor-

See LAWS | Page 5

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
How are you?
MELISSA GILLMOR
Junior, Early Childhood Edu.
"I'm great because classes are dot*
and it's really nice out" | Pagt 4

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES. MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
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Accused Fort
Dix conspirators
want convictions
dropped

Court says gay
couples can't
divorce in Texas

Aging vets' costs
concern Obama's
deficit co-chair

House Republican
leader needles Iraq
surge critics

Victim had 45
wounds in fatal
multiple stabbing

Two killed when
copter crashes in
Idaho downtown

DALLAS (AP)-A Texas
appeals court says gay couples
legally married in other states
cannot divorce in Texas, where
same-sex marriages are banned

RALEIGH. N.C(AP)-The
Republican co-chairman of
President Barack Obama's deficit
commission said he's worried
about the enormous costs of
compensating Vietnam veterans
for common ailments of age

MILWAUKEE (AP) - House
Republican leader John
Boehner said lawmakers who
criticized the Iraq combat surge
are now proudly claiming credit
for its success

EASTON.Pa.(AP)-A
convicted murderer accused
of killing his ex-girlfriend and
three other people stabbed the
woman 45 times, then scrawled
an insult to her on a wall in blood,
authorities said Tuesday.

people were killed and another
was injured when a helicopter
chartered by the Department
of Fish and Game crashed
Tuesday in downtown Kamiah.

The 5th Texas Court ol
Appeals ruled Tuesday that
a Dallas judge didn't have
jurisdiction to grant a divorce
to two Dallas men who wed in
Massachusetts. The tourt also
said Texas' same-sex marriage
ban is constitutional
The state attorney general
had appealed the district judge's
October ruling that granted the
men a divorce and found the ban
violates equal rights guaranteed
by the U.S. Constitution
The Dallas men married in
2006 in Massachusetts and
separated two years later. They're
referred to only as J.B... and H.B.
in court filings.
An attorney for J.B. said
they haven't decided whether
to appeal to the Texas
Supreme Court.

Boehner spoke to the
American Legion's national
convention in Milwaukee on
Tuesday, hours before President
Barack Obama was scheduled
to mark the end of combat
operations in Iraq in a speech
from the Oval Office.

Former Wyoming Sen. Alan
Simpson said Tuesday that
automatically awarding benefits
for diabetes and other maladies
runs counter to the nation's
efforts to control government
spending His comments come
a day after the Department of
Veterans Affairs said it would
add heart disease and two other
conditions at a cost of up to 167
billion over the next 10 years.

A Northampton County |udge
held Michael Eric Ballard. 37. for
trial in the brutal slayings of his
ex-girlfriend Denise Merhi and
the others.

Boehner cautioned Iraq will
remain a target for the United
States' enemies He said
he wants Obama to discuss
what the country would do if
progress achieved so far there
is threatened

Democratic Sen. Daniel Akaka
(uh-KAH'-kuh) is chairman of
the Senate Veterans' Affairs
Committee. He said Tuesday
that the committee will consider
changes to the policy involving
so-called presumptive conditions
at a hearing in late September.

The GOP leader needled
critics who said the surge
would never work. He also
thanked Obama for setting
aside the "rhetoric."

of a Connecticut woman
"It's just a free-forby her friend's pet chimpanzee and a 2-year-old all in Ohio, and Sam
Florida girl squeezed to
COLUMBUS — The bear death by her family's
Mazzola is just an
that recently killed a care- python — highlight that
example of that."
taker in a Cleveland sub- the patchwork of federurb was the latest exam- al, state and local laws Wayne Pacelle | Humane Society
ple of animal violence in a on keeping dangerous
state that has some of the wild animals at home farm groups that traded
nation's weakest restric- has holes.
pulling an animal cruelty
tions on exotic pets and
Mazzola had the prop- measure off the November
among the highest num- er state permit to keep ballot for certain animal
ber of injuries and deaths the black bear, a species protections, including a
native to Ohio, on his ban on exotic pets. Farm
caused by them.
After
a
standoff property. He also kept groups opposed the balbetween the Humane wolves, tigers and a lion, lot measure, which would
Society and agriculture something he was free to have imposed treatment
interests, state officials do because Ohio and at and caging requirements
are crafting restrictions least four other states — on livestock, as threatenon the ownership of dan- Alabama, Idaho, Missouri ing to Ohio's $93 billion
gerous wild pets. But the and Montana — impose agricultural industry.
killer beast and others few or no restrictions on
Under the original verowned by former bear- the ownership of non- sion of the proposed Ohio
wrestling entrepreneur native animals kept solely regulations, owners could
Sam Mazzola, who had as pets, according to a have kept existing danlost his federal license review of state regulations gerous pets like Mazzola's
to exhibit exotic animals, by The Associated Press.
but not have been able
would have been grandThe U.S. Department of to breed them or replace
fathered out of them.
Agriculture regulates ani- them when they died.
"It's just a free-for-all in mals exhibited to the pubBut Gov. Ted Strickland
Ohio, and Sam Mazzola lic but not private owner- has now ordered that
is just an example of ship. The U.S. Fish and the new rules allow the
that," said Wayne Pacelle, Wildlife Service requires state to pull animals away
president of the Humane permits for native endan- from owners who have
Society of the United gered and threatened spe- engaged in misconduct,
States. "Tigers, wolves, cies but doesn't normally such as losing their fedbears in a suburban track non-native endan- eral license, spokeswomI ni.iin County communi- gered species unless they an Amanda Wurst said
ty. It is a disaster waiting are bought and sold across Tuesday. The rules will not
to happen."
state borders.
ban exotic animals from
The death in Ohio and
The Humane Society cut zoos, research centers and
attacks elsewhere — a deal this year with Gov. existing athletic mascot
including the maiming Ted Strickland and leading programs, she said.
By Julia Can Smyth
The Associated Press
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authorities said.
The helicopter and its pilot

An appeal brief was
filed Tuesday in the 3rd U.S.
Circuit Court of Appeals in
Philadelphia. Attorneys cite
issues including mistakes they
say were made at trial.

had been hired through a private
company, and two Fish and
Game biologists were on board
conducting fisheries surveys,
said Robert Hand of the Idaho
Department of Fish and Game.

Prosecutors say the men had
taken training trips to the Pocono
Mountains and scouted out Fort
Dix and other military sites. They
were arrested in 2007.

Hand didn't have any further
details but said the department
would be issuing a statement.
Lewis County public
information officer Jeanette
Dreadfulwater said the sheriff's
office was investigating. Kamiah
is located in north-central Idaho.

A federal jury convicted
the five in December 2008 of
conspiring to kill U.S. military
personnel. Four are serving
life terms, and the fifth was
sentenced to 33 years in prison

Mick Landmark said the
helicopter looked like it clipped
the eaves of a US Forest
Service-owned house before
colliding with a parked travel
trailer about a block from his
downtown insurance office.

Federal prosecutors say
they plan to respond in their
own filing

Migrant says Arizona worth risk of crossing border
By Amanda Lee Myets and
Julie Watson
The Associated Press

NOGALES. Mexico — Hector
Ortega stumbled across the
body of a fellow migrant as
he walked across Arizona's
harsh desert in the searing
summer heat. He tried not to
look too closely.
With nothing to be done

for the deceased, Ortega and
the others trudged on, guided
by a smuggler across the U.S.
border, determined to complete their illegal odyssey even
as they endured record-high
temperatures and fever-pitch
resentment.
At 64, the farm laborer
with a weathered face, strong
hands and silver hair protruding from his baseball cap
was stoic about the body —

"What can you
do about it in the
desert."
Hectoi Ortega | Migrant

someone's journey cut short
near a stand of scrub bush
and cactus.
"What can you do about it in
the desert?" he asked.

inspiring minds
want to know
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DO YOU HAVE AN IDEA FOR A NEW BUSINESS?
Com.- discuss your venture at this frei
iind connect with "all the right people.'

TECHCONNECT/7
Connecting minds, motivation and money (^r
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SKCK TO SCHOOL
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GET $60

PHILADELPHIA (AP)
- Attorneys for five men
imprisoned for conspiring to
kill military personnel at New
Jersey's Fort Dix are seeking to
have their convictions overturned

PRESENTED BY
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BFCoodrich

The scrawl was near where the
body of Merhi's father. Dennis
Marsh, was found dead. State
Trooper Raymond Judge testified
during a preliminary hearing.

Combat in Iraq has left more
than 4.400 US troops dead and
thousands more wounded.

Fatal bear attack
tslax
Ohio exotic pet ownership laws

bli'li^J til!:!4

Ballard allegedly scrawled
"Denise is a whore" in blood
on a basement wall in the
Northampton home where the
woman was stabbed to death
June 26 along with her father, her
grandfather and a neighbor who
ran to their aid.

BOISE. Idaho (AP)-Two
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Thursday, Sept. 9 > 5 - 8 p.m.
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Clazel ■ 127 N Main St Bowling Green

Regional Growth Partnership
Whether you're a seasoned
entrepreneur looking to start
your next business or you're
looking to find out information
on start-up funds or services,
Tech Connect is the place to be.
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KICK
■HI
LIMIT
Residence halls Kohl and Conklin face
off in a competitive game of kickball

IYUBSIABILE

TOP: Freshman Austin Pitkinton demonstrates a well-excuted kick during
the Kohl vs. Conklin kickball match on Tuesday night.

CENTER LEFT: Senior Loveda Van Der Molen and junior Carolyn Deas.
resident advisers and organizers of the kickball match explain the rules to
participating students

BOTTOM LEFT: Freshman Julius Kelly begins to run home after rounding
third base.

LEFT: Reaching for a high kick. Sophomore Charles Rooney leaps for
the ball.

BOTTOM RIGHT: After the match, competitive players congratulated
each other on a game well played

The National Pan-Hellenic Council Presents:

Meet The Greeks
<s

Come meet the historically black
Greek organizations at BGSU!

Tuesday, September 7
6:00p-9:00p
Olscamp Room 101

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices
C 771D
,£, ?£*
ptck M, «M,

Efficiencies, One and
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
y/e a|so j,ave a |arge selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the rental office located at:

TATE,INC.
319 F- Woosler Street, Bowling Gretn. OH
I IK.Hi il Across From Taco Bell.
RKNTAL OFFICF (419) 354-2260
Hours- Monday to Friday - 8:30 lo 5:30 • Saturday - 8:30 to 5:00

For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Renlal Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!

-£**-' gjjg
CuiiUf» hwiiwtwi • !*• on** or stuovit MM«
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"Now it is time to turn the page."
- President Barack Obama on the end of U.S. combat missions in Iraq [see story, pg. 1].
Wednesday. September 1.2010 4

PEOPLE ON THE STREET

H» are you;

"Stressed trying to

"Stressed out

'I am happy

"Good getting

get the swing of

because things

because it's my

overwhelmed with

things."

are new"

boyfriend's

all the papers first

Have your own tale on

birthday today."

week of dass"

today's People On The
Street' Or a suggestion for

KELLY ECKHART.
Junior,
Education

COLENEILSEN.
Freshman.
Business

KYLE
MCQUILLEN.

JESSICA BEAN.

Sophomore,
Psychology

Freshman
Sports Management

fe

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviewscom

Leggings are a fashion accessory, not meant to be pants

Excuse me, I didn't know if
anyone told you, but you're
not wearing any pants.
Aside from the fact that
hundreds of students have
now witnessed your fashion
mistakes, the prescription
on my glasses now needs to
be adjusted.
The eternal question,
"Should leggings be worn
as pants?" is a heated
issue here at the University
among students.
1 feel that many female
students should use caution
when choosing to put their

leggings in their outfit for the
day. Now, say this with me, "I
will not wear my leggings
unless I wear them properly
as part of my ensemble." See,
wasn't that easy?
At the University, we really
need to put this rule into
practice, especially in the
upcoming cold-weather season when the leggings will
make their big debut. I have
seen these sad, pantless girls
walking to and from class
in winter seasons past and
am truly concerned for their
well-being. Frostbite is nothing to play around with.
It may appear as if I am
completely against leggings as pants, which I am.
However, there are always
exceptions, and I feel in a

at least your feet are warm!
Taylor Dungjen from the
to and from class in winter seasons past and University of Cincinnati
wrote a similar column
am truly concerned for their well-being.
about how leggings are not
pants in her University's
Frostbite is nothing to play around with."
independent student newspaper. Dungjen came up
few cases, leggings can be grotesque and campus with a simple test on how
worn as part of an ensemble, police should stop and cite someone can find out if her
but not strictly as your sole you for indecent exposure. leggings are acceptable to
choice of rear-end coverage.
I believe the worst leg- wear with an outfit.
The first step is to go and
If you are going for that ging incident here at the
Lindsay Lohan look, pre University consists of the put on the entire outfit you
rehab and jail time that following: Ugg Boots and picked out, leggings includis, I find that look to be leggings plus a North Face ed, and go and stand in
quite flattering. Wearing Fleece. Are you kidding front of a full length mirror.
your leggings with a long me? 1 find that to be a con- Make a mental note about
how you look.
tunic and a nice pair of flict of interest.
Second, take only the legheels or flats is completely
If someone is wearing an
acceptable. Wearing your extremely warm North Face gings off and go back and
leggings with a sweatshirt, fleece with no pants, some- stand in front of the mirT-shirt, or mini dress is thing is truly wrong. But, hey, ror. Has your ensemble just

"I have seen these sad, pantless girls walking

offended you? Would you
go out in public at that very
moment and show your
frontal view to thousands
of students?
If you answered no to the
first question and yes to
the second, then go on out
and enjoy your day. If you
answered the opposite, then
you should probably replace
your leggings with a nice pair
of skinny jeans. This substitution will brighten your day
and the rest of campus' day.
Thanks to this simple
remedy I discovered, legging
misusers are now educated
on proper legging wear and
when it is acceptable, and
virgin eyes across campus
will not have to be subjected
to such fashion atrocity.

Why Sarah Palin is still an awesome Halloween costume
shocked when someone said
Mama Grizzly would no longer be a good 1 lalloween costume. It's been done, laid to
rest in 2008 like those "High
School Musical" kids. But I
couldn't disagree more. And
School is back in full swing, here's a list of reasons why:
and you know what that
Sarah Palin dresses up
means — only two months like a politician every day.
until Halloween!
It's only fitting that othEven light conversation ers dress up like her (and
usually heads in the direc- a snazzy suit jacket is easy
tion of "what are you going to obtain). Her existence
to be?" and no one means is founded on imitation as
"when you grow up."
she pretends to be a reaCostumes are always a sonable, rational, informed
daunting choice, and I've individual who could be
helped visualize a few great trusted as a member of the
ones. Since I do not break executive branch.
pinky promises, I cannot
I'm not sure what part
reveal what those are, but of her "professional lady"
let's just say I have a certain ensemble is attempting to
affinity for the topical; in pass as feminist, but that's
fifth grade my BFF and I were purely pretentious as well.
Tonya Harding and Nancy The woman is an optiKerrigan. lust saying.
cal illusion, begging to be
In the spirit of staying cur- impersonated.
rent, Sarah Palin seems like
Another reason? She's
an obvious choice. So I was upped the ante. Two years

during the presidential election, that doesn't
mean it can't happen again. And there's
never been a better time for costumes."
ago, she was merely McCain's
counter-part. After failing to
secure that position as vice
president of the United States,
she's now vying for Queen of
America (incorporate a sash
and a crown). Going rogue
on her own means, there
are fewer barriers standing
between what Palin wants
and Palin does. In fact, every
ridiculous whim is actually
encouraged, which is how her
infamous "mama grizzlies"
commercial made it from her
brain to our television sets.
Which brings me to another reason. Bear-mothers are
rising up on their haunches
to protect their cub-children from the government,
i.e. democrats and their pro-

CALLING ALL
more people like you to write columns and illustrate for us.
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.
■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
(reformation Center.
■ Call us at 419-572-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West HaH.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.
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As I walked downtown each
day over the past week, I
began to feel like David
Copperfield looking for his
friend in London. •
"I found that the street
was not as desirable a one
as I could have wished it to
be, for the sake of Traddles.
The inhabitants appeared to

have a propensity to throw
any little trifles they were
not in want of, into the road:
Which not only made it rank
and sloppy, but untidy too,
on account of the cabbageleaves. The refuse was not
wholly vegetable either, for I
myself saw a shoe, a doubleup saucepan, a black bonnet,
and an umbrella, in various
stages of decomposition, as I
was looking out for the num-

ber I wanted."
One could add beer cans,
beer bottles, whiskey bottles, and various food wrappers, etc.
As Mr. Creakle would
say, "Pick up your
bleeding trash!"
—R.C. Woodruff,
Research professor in the
Department of Biology
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Charlie Brown's fathe

FIND OUT WHAT B6VIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!
TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

Bowling Green State University

E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

filthy, undesirable

Visit us online at

210 West Hall

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 572-6966

with the Stars" (add sidekick in evening wear carrying a baby).
Is it fair to include her
daughter in this critical
assessment? Yes, but only
because Palin has appropriated all of her children
throughout her political
aspirations and placed a
rather ironic emphasis on
motherhood during her
second wind.
While the Palin phenomenon exploded during
the presidential election,
that doesn't mean it can't
happen again. And there's
never been a better time
for costumes.
This year, in addition to
glasses and heels, you could
incorporate props, like a
copy of her book, or a tea
cup. The point is, the former
Alaskan governor is still fair
game for Halloween mockery, and I'll be terribly disappointed if I don't see a few
this fall.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section is looking for

SPEAK YOUR MIND

gressive, inclusion vision
for the future (consider an
entourage of grizzlies).
Everyone knows bears
hate change, hence the perfect mascot for Palin and
her pack of "common-senseconservative-women." They
are resisting the country's
dangerous "fundamental
transformation," snarling
at policies they don't agree
with. Palin calls her campaign a "mom-awakening"
because "moms kinda just
know when something's
wrong." The same way sane
people kinda just know when
something's crazy.
But even before she
threatened pink elephants
would trample Washington,

Litter makes city appear

COLUMNISTS & CARTOONISTS!

Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:

Palin aligned herself with
the Tea Party, who is still
making a spectacle of itself.
Driven by political pundits,
her involvement proves
two things. First, not all
activism is good.
Second, she would make
a better talking head than
a candidate. If you missed
it, check out her speech at
Glenn Beck's "Restoring
Honor" rally last weekend
where she gushed with pride
over historical monuments
and the military. Her rhetoric sounds like a demented
history lesson, fitting Tea
Party members' yearning for
a past that never existed.
Lastly, Bristol, her daughter, who had her own controversial
commercial,
never leaves the news. The
ambassador of the Candies
Foundation's abstinence
program has broken off her
US Weekly engagement to
baby daddy Levi Johnston
and is headed for "Dancing

"While the Palin phenomenon exploded
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JESS JAMES, SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

BLAGGING
Check out the sports
bloo for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
MRS something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts. audio
slideshows and video
add to the story.

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 500
words. These are usually in response
to a current issue on the University's
campus or the Bowling Green area.
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area Two submissions per
month maximum

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewsi»bgntws.
com with the subject line marked
"Letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column." All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clarity before printing. The
e&or may change the heaotnes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion.
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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BLOTTER
MON., AUG. 30
1:33 A.M.
Complainant reported a set of
earrings and her cell phone stolen
from McDonald East.

8:57 A.M.
A female in Moseley Hall
fell down the stairs and was
transported to the Wood County
Hospital for head injuries.

2:23 P.M.
The Dave's Cosmic Sub sign,
valued at (500, was reported
stolen from the back of the store.

3:41 P.M.
Multiple PlayStations, games,
laptops, a television, money
and stereo equipment were
reported missing from within the
900 block of Klotz Road. A big
screen television was left in the
Irving room.

4:07 P.M.
A complainant reported that a
roommate dropped his bath
towel and exposed himself to the
complainant's girlfriend within the
700 block of E. Napoleon Road.

5:38 P.M.
Police spoke to a male who
reportedly was mugged Saturday
night on South Main Street. The
victim was life-flighted to Mercy
Saint Vincent Medical Center in
Toledo for serious head injuries.

7:25 P.M.
Marcus A. Bedinger. 21. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal damaging after throwing
a shovel through the front
window of a residence within the
200 block of S. Summit St.

TUES.,AUG.31
12:54 A.M.
Jaclyn T Compton. 19. of
Fairview Park. Ohio, was cited for
underage possession near Lot 1.

12:54 A.M.
Laura Partin. 19. of Cincinnati,
was cited for underage under the
influence near Lot 1.

1:56 A.M.
Elena M. Herevia. 19, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
operating a vehicle impaired
near the corner of Gough and
South Main streets.

\
4:57 P.M.
A wallet, containing a driver's
license and a Kreischer room key,
was reported stolen from Pita Pit.

5:31 P.M.
A bicycle was reported stolen
from McDonald West.

ONLINE: Go to bgviews.com for the
complete blotter list.

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual errors.
If you think an error has been made,
call The BG News at 419-572-6966.

CAMPUS
From Page 1
Free food and candy. I shot a
gun. It was cool," said junior
Taylor Daudelin.
Daudelin said she advised
first-year students to sign up
for what they want to do.
While there won't be any
free food this year, Larsen
said there will be concession
stands for students to buy
food. And there will be plenty
of things to do at this year's
Campus Fest

0BAMA
From Page 1
from the Oval Office, Obama
looked directly into the TV
camera, hands clasped in
front of him on his desk, family photos and the U.S. and
presidential flags behind him.
Even as he turns control
of the war over to the Iraqis
— and trying to cap one of
the most divisive chapters
in recent American history — Obama is escalating
the conflict in Afghanistan.
He pledged anew that the
United States would keep up
the fight in that war, the longest since Vietnam.
And in Iraq, for all the finality of Obama's remarks, the war
is not over. More Americans
are likely to die. The country
is plagued by violence and
political instability, and Iraqis
struggle with constant shortages of electricity and water.
Obama is keeping up to
50,000 troops in Iraq for support and counterterrorism
training, and the last forces
are not due to leave until the
end of 2011 at the latest
As the commander in
chief over a war he opposed,
Obama took pains to thank
troops for their sacrifice but
made clear he saw the day as
more the marking of a mistake ended than a mission

Undergraduate Student
Government President Kevin
Basch said there will be a wax
hands booth at USG's table
this year.
"Not so much recruitment,"
Basch said, referring to what
his table has to offer. "Maybe
in the next two weeks."
He said he wants to focus
on who USG is and what they
offer to students, along with
being more involved around
campus.
"We're more committed
than ever this year to reaching
out to students," Basch said.

accomplished. He spoke of
strained relations with allies,
anger at home and the heaviest of wartime tolls.
"V/e have met our responsibility," Obama said. "Now it is
time to turn the page."
To underscore his point,
Obama said he had telephoned called Bush, whom
he had taunted so often in
the 2008 campaign, and he
prominently praised the former Republican president in
the heart of his speech.
"It's well known that he and I
disagreed about the war from
its outset," Obama said. "Yet
no one could doubt President
Bush's support for our troops,
or his love of country and
commitment to our security."
In a post-9/11, world, the
Iraq war began with bipartisan congressional backing — based on what turned
out to be flawed intelligence
— over what Bush called a
"grave danger" to the world
posed by Saddam Hussein.
Now, Iraq is in political
turmoil, its leaders unable
to form a new government
long after March elections
that left no clear winner. The
uncertainty has left an opening for insurgents to pound
Iraqi security forces, hardly
the conditions the U.S. envisioned for this transition
deadline, which Obama
announced 18 months ago.
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NAMES
From Page 1
created and then shortened
to about 10 names. Each
name has a special meaning
to go along with it
For example, Centennial is
an idea for a name of a residence hall because this year
is the University's centennial.
Falcon, Tercel and Peregrine
were selected also because
they pertain to the mascot.
"At first it was overwhelming to come up with names,"
Verhoffsaid. "Butwesatdown
and looked at a book that had
BGSU history and traditions."
She said that the poll is
meant to let students have a
say in the names of the residence halls. It's a way to let
their voices be heard, and

LAWS
From Page 1
ing different ways of keeping
track of repeat offenders
Even the Legislature, which
just a few years ago struggled
mightily to ban open containers of booze in cars, is
beginning to promise tough
new laws. This comes after
years of virtually ignoring the
state's ranking at or near the
top of per capita drunken
driving deaths.
Montana has long been tolerant of drivers who drink.
Some small town bats still
offer cocktails in a to-go cup.
Repeat DUI offenders are
shuttled in and out of the system before they have a chance
to sober up.
Montana has many isolated roads and almost no public transportation. A saloon
era attitude toward drinking,
coupled with Montana's libertarian streak that eschews
tough law enforcement or
even letting local police set
up roadside "safety checks,"
combine for a deadly sce-

they "might have a chance to
live in these residence halls in
the figure."
Chris Bullins, a doctoral
graduate assistant in the
Office of the Vice President for
Student Affairs, said write-ins
will be allowed in the opinion
poll. If students have an idea
for a name that is not on the
list of choices, then they may
suggest their ideas.
The only days to vote are
today and Thursday, and he
said it is "not a binding poll."
The goal is to receive student
feedback.
"We encourage students
to engage and be part of the
campus community," Bullins
said.
Waters said the plan is
to announce the names of
the new residence halls at
I lomecoming.

nario, experts say.
"There is significant antigovernment sentiment which
spills over into impaired
driving enforcement," said
Mothers Against Drunk
Drivers' (MADD) Rebecca
Sturdevant. "Rather than
praising public safety officers
for keeping our highways safe,
I have heard legislators berate
them for bothering drivers."
But almost no one
doubts the state is coming
to grips with its drinking
and driving issues.
A statewide conversation
started last year after the highprofile death of Montana
Highway Patrol trooper
Michael Haynes — killed in
a head-on crash after a bartender served the other driver
13drinksover3 l/2hours.The
judge in that case sent a mes
sage by throwing out a plea
deal against the bartender in
favor of mandatory jail time.
Headlines in the state
have since been full of repeat
offenders being charged with
a 9th or even 10th DUI, keeping editorial pages abuzz with
demands for a solution.

WELLS
FARGO

There's a new major on campus:
Thrivology
When your costs are covered, you can experience college
to the max. We call that Thrivology. But when you're still
looking for a way to bridge the gap between the financing
you have and the financing you need, a private student loan
from Wells Fargo can really help.

One loan, lots of benefits:
• Variable rates, as low as 3-40% APR
• Generous loan limits
• No payments until six months after you leave school
Apply today and get your thrive on.

Wells Fargo student loans
Call: 1-888-512-2647
Click: well8fargo.com/thrivology
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Ready to take the next step
jtala excited to continue
success at collegiate level
By Ryan S»tkowiak
Assistant Sports Editor

"When I got the job,
Cam's name is the first

If there is anyone who doubts that
hockey coach Chris Bergeron can get
elite-level players to come play at BG,
the commitment of Cam Wojtala in
late July should silence them.
"|BG's| in a great league, the
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association, lots of great competition," Wojtala said. "When
coach Bergeron and the rest of
the staff got the job [in April] it
became even more interesting
because of their past success
and knowing the opportunity I
could have coming here."
The freshman forward from
Trenton, Mich., the first player to
officially commit to the current
coaching staff, is the perfect blueprint coaches look for in a player.
Whilea bit lankynow—he has a 6foot-2-inch frame — he was a model

thing that popped into
my head."
Chris Bergeron | BG coach

student in high school as a member
of the National Honors Society and
has stated he would like to attend
medical school if hockey does not
workout.
He is a leader, serving two
years as captain of the Trenton
High School baseball team, as
well as serving as captain of the
hockey team his senior year.
Most importantly, he is a winner,
leading the Trenton Trojans to a

See WOJTALA | Page 7

The Wojtala Profile
Name: Camden Wojtala
Position: Forward
Height: 6-2
Weight: 180
Class: Freshman
Hometown: Trenton, Mich.
PHOTO PROVIDED BY OMAHA LANCERS

High School: Named Michigan High School Mr. Hockey

SKATE: Camden Wojtala skates on the ice as a member ol the Omaha Lancers of the United States Hockey League last season.

Mangini making most of
second year with Browns
By Tom With.r.

Relaxed and tanned in a
golf shirt, shorts and sanBEREA, Ohio — On one of the recov- dals, Mangini is confident and
ery days he built into his team's train- upbeat during a one-hour-plus
ing camp schedule, Eric Mangini visit on a late August afternoon
leans back in a plush chair inside his with a whisper of autumn's chill
apartmenl-MZed office overlooking in the air. As a grounds crew
the Browns' lush practice fields, spits relines the hash marks outtobacco juice into an empty cup and side, the 39-year-old Mangini
lets out a hearty laugh.
candidly discussed everything
It's been a wonderful sec- from I.rill mi's departure to the
ond summer back in Ohio for benefits of biofeedback to his
Cleveland's complicated coach.
off-season TV viewing habits.
Last year, the laughter
No, he hasn't been watching
HBO's popular football realwas limited.
He's a changed Mangini. Some ity series, "Hard Knocks," an Rsay a better Mangini.
rated insider's look at the New
The family's great. He's dropped York Jets, his former team. For
a few pounds. His team is down- Mangini, seeing the Jets trudge
stairs working hard, lifting weights through the paces of camp only
as they prepare for their Sept. 4 triggers thoughts of a year he'd
opener at Tampa Bay riding an like to forget.
improbable four-game winning
"I lived Hard Knocks last season,"
streak that ended last season and he says, cracking himself up. "Except
that the soundtrack was all boos. It
saved Mangini's job.
Life is good for the man tagged
both genius and idiot during his
NFL career.
See BROWNS | Page 7

Buckeyes Pryor excited for
season, feels like quarterback

The Associated Press

FACEBOOK

By Rusty Millar

"He's so much better right now. He looks like a

The Associated Press

true quarterback. He gets back in his drops now,
COLUMBUS — Ohio State's secret
weapon isn't much of a secret.
After two years of tutoring,
coaxing, learning and waiting, Terrelle Pryor is no longer just a gifted athlete but a
genuine quarterback.
It's almost too much for assistant head coach and wide receivers
assistant Darrell Hazell. His voice
drops to a conspiratorial whisper
as he says, "You've just seen the
beginning of greatness, I think. I
believe that."
"He's so much better right now. He
looks like a true quarterback. He
gets back in his drops now, sees the
field so much better now than he did
last year — so much better."
Regardless of the departures
and arrivals that make up a typical year for a college team, Ohio
State's coaches think the biggest
difference in the second-ranked

TWITTER

sees the field so much better now than he did
last year - so much better."
Dartell Hazell IOSU assistant coach

Buckeyes this year is Pryor's comprehension of the position.
"The fun part of what we do is
that every guy that comes in at
17 or 18, it's dramatic how we see
them change," coach Jim Tressel
said. "Terrelle is no different.
He just happened to be walking around with a spotlight on
him the whole time. I think his
change has been as significant as
anyone else's."
The first test comes Thursday
night when the junior leads
Ohio State up against Marshall
at Ohio Stadium.
"I really feel like a quarterback,"

BASKETBALL

Pryor said. "I feel like I can be a
complete quarterback, but I can
also run the ball. It's going to
be interesting, just how much
smarter I am and how much I
grew.... It's the first time I could
actually look at film and see how
much I've grown and matured. I
go through the reads right, I hit
my checkdowns now, I take the
right steps in the handoff. It just
feels like everything is good."
Despite winning 19 of 23 games
since he took over as a callow fresh-

See PRYOR | Page 7

VOLLEYBALL

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

WBGU PBS release DVD

Falcons face two top-15 teams

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

Through October, copies of "BGSU Women's

Be sure to check out Friday's edroon of The

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

your account and search "BG News

favorite Falcon sports.
www.twftttr.con1/b911twupo1tt

Basketbat A Legacy of Excelence.' may be
purchased from WBGU-TV for $30, with $10

as they head south for the Florida Invitational

going to support the women's basketball team

to play No. 15 Colorado State and No. 6 Florida.

Sports" to become a fan.

BG News for a preview of the voleybal team
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Chapman brings heat to Reds' pitching staff
By Jo. Kay
The Associated Press

CINCINNATI — The fire
alarm was squealing at Great
American Ball Park when
left-hander Aroldis Chapman
walked through the dugout
and stepped onto a major
league field for the first time.
No, he hadn't thrown one
of those triple-digit fastballs
yet. Just a false alarm.
This time.
The Cuban defector joined
the Cincinnati Reds before
their game Tuesday night

WOJTALA
From Page 6
64-13-7 record over three
seasons as well as two state
championships, including
once as team captain.
"When I got the job, Cam's
name is the first thing that
popped into my head,"
Bergeron said after Wojtala
committed in luly. "The main
thing is that Cam is a winner.
Winning is contagious — losing too — and Cam has been
a winner every place he has
played; he comes in expecting
to win."
He has also accumulated a
large list of on-ice accolades
putting up 63 goals and 94
assists in three seasons, being
named all-state twice, and
being named Michigan High
School Mr. I lockcy in 2009.
Despite this success,
in his one year with the
Omaha Lancers of the
United States Hockey
League, he was put in a
non-scoring role, which
hindered his offensive
production.

BROWNS
From Page 6
can't get any harder than
that."
Hard doesn't come close
to describing Mangini's
first season in Cleveland.
It was, by all accounts, a
nightmare. Players and fans
revolted against him. The
media punished him. His
hand-picked general manager
quit. The Browns stunk.
He served as Cleveland's

against Milwaukee, with
The 22-year-old pitcher each triple-digit pitch.
"I think he can handle it,"
everybody eager to sec how who defected from Cuba only
his urban-legend fastball 13 months ago arrived in the manager Dusty Baker said.
— the one clocked at up to 105 middle of a pennant race on "Because if you can handle
mph in the minors — fares in Tuesday. The Reds had won pitching for food, you can certhe majors. Will it still sizzle? 12 of their last 16 games, pull- tainly handle pitching here."
Those who have seen it ing away to a six-game lead
He was referring to
over St. Louis Cardinals in Chapman's background in
firsthand have no doubt.
"There's not a whole lot of the NL Central.
Cuba, where his ability to
guys like him, if any," said
They're already talking throw so hard made him a
pitcher Sam LeCure, who playoffs in Cincinnati, And big-league commodity.
was his teammate at Triple- Chapman's name is part of
The Reds gave him a sixthe conversation. The Reds year, $30.25 million deal in
A Louisville.
After a moment's pause, are confident he can han- January, expecting him to
LeCure said, "There's none."
dle the pressure of com- join the rotation at some
How's that for an advance ing out of the bullpen with point during the season.
billing?
With more than enough
a pennant race riding on

"When coach Bergeron and the rest

it was a little different for
me, hard to get used to at
first," Wojtala said. "But in
the long run, 1 was just able
to do what the team needed,
and I was able to round my
game out a little more."
Despitebeingonthe "grind
line," Wojtala showed off the
immense offensive talent he
possessed mid-season, scoring five goals and adding five
assists in a ten-game stretch
right before Christmas.
Even though he was not in a
familiar role with the Lancers,
Wojtala feels the year of junior
hockey has prepared him well
for life in the CCHA.
i think in general juniors
helps you grow up a little
bit more, getting a little bit
more physically and mentally mature," Wojtala said.
"And obviously playing
against older guys helps
you adjust to the more
physical side of the game."
With all of the praise given
to him, it is easy to forget
that he has only been a college student for a week, and
has only participated in one
team practice.

Even though the tal- nice, they've really helped
ent is there, there will guide me through everyundoubtedly be growing thing so far," he said.
One thing Wojtala
pains early as is usually
the case with young play- has going for him is that
ers, even if they are few Bergeron has repeatedly
and far between.
stated that every player
"111) i nk hc'l I do well," said will earn their role on the
Wojtala's high school coach team, regardless of their
Mile Turner. "He sees the experience.
ice as well as anyone we've
Given his history of hard
ever had |at Trenton] and 1 work and success, it is not
think he'll continue to get out of the realm of possibility to see him have the
better and better."
As he adjusts to a new same immediate impact
chapter in his life, Wojtala that lordan Samuelssays that his new team- Thomas did last year.
mates have been there to
Only time will tell, and
help him get acclimated.
regardless of what he
"Alloftheupperclassmen accomplishes thisyear, one
have helped out so far, and thing is for certain: The
they've all been extremely future is bright for Wojtala.

coach, president, GM
and franchise frontman
for much of it, and came
within an eyelash of being
fired from his second team
in two seasons.
But just when all
seemed lost, Mangini
was spared by new team
president Mike Holmgren,
who perhaps understood
Mangini's predicament
better than anyone.
"I've been there," said
Holmgren,
hired
in
December to make over an

inept franchise that hasn't COACH HOLMGREN sticksniffed glory in decades. "I er on the front bumper.
know what it's like to be a
Holmgren,
though,
coach, and I know how tough swears he's not preparing
it to turn things around to push Mangini aside and
quickly. I felt Eric needed return to the sideline.
and deserved more time."
Not unless he has to.
Mangini got it, and given
"I am aware of his posithe surprising reprieve, tion and what that means,"
he's making the most of Holmgren said. "I had that
a second chance — one position a long time. Eric's got
that's coming with a Super a tough job. This is his team.
Bowl-championship coach I'm just here to help him."
peering over his shoulder
Mangini is safe. As long
while driving a golf cart as the Browns get better
during practice that has a — a lot better.

of the staff got the job [in April] it
became even more interesting because
of their past success and knowing the
opportunity I could have coming here."
Cam Wo]tala | BG forward
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Chris Valaika | Louisville 2B
center field that showed the
speed pitch at Louisville
Slugger Field. Even the players couldn't help but look.
"Every time he lets one
go, everybody turns around
or peaks," second baseman
Chris Valaika said.

i

Terrell
Pryor
Will look to
contend for the
Heisman Trophy

hour after hour on passing
drills during the offseason,
streamlining his release
point and honing his touch.
Couple that and his
running ability with his
increased awareness of
coverages and blitzes and
he becomes potentially
the best quarterback in
the country.
"We always knew Pryor
had the talent, the ability, it all comes down
to what's going on in
his mind," comerback
Chimdi Chekwa said.
Tressel said that it's
taken time.
"Terrelle has a good confidence about himself instinctively," he said. "I also think
that he has a tough standard of excellence that he
puts on himself. I think he's
grown into understanding
that this is a journey and
that every moment is not an
end-all moment."
With increased understanding of what's going
on around him on the
field, Pryor has gained
a lot of respect from his
teammates.
"Last year TP was kind of
just playing off his freshman
year and still wasn't really
sure of what was going on,"
comerback Devon Torrence
said. "But this year, man,
he's very decisive when he's
out there."
"He understands the
whole package, what
everybody's doing. And
checkdowns."
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nrrot HE TRIED TO PASS

peaks."

man, those who see Pryor
on a daily basis say he's only
scratched the surface.
"The guy is a freak of
nature," safety Jermale
Hines said. "And not only
is he a freak of nature,
but he's coming along as
a quarterback. He's starting to look off (defenders)
and things like that. His
arm has gotten way stronger. But I'm really not surprised because he's the
hardest working guy on
the team. Hands down."
In his first two years running the offense (he took
over for Todd Boeckman four
games into the 2008 season),
Pryor has flashed the ability
to make an eye-popping run
with that fluid, 6-foot-6,235pound frame.
When he is assigned to
tuck the ball under his arm,
or he is flushed out of the
pocket, he puts pressure on
a defense to break coverage
and hunt him down.
And he is extremely
fast and elusive for a
man his size.
"He's scary when he can
run it and threaten the edge
because he's a hard guy to
tackle," Hazell said.
His passing, however, has
been spotty. Even though
he's completed 58 percent
and has a 2-to-l ratio on TD
passes to interceptions (3015), there have been times
when he has been inaccurate and inefficient.
He seldom threw deep or
even medium-range passes.
Some blamed a shot-put
throwing motion.
So Pryor worked for
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"Every time he lets

starters, they moved Chapman
to the bullpen last month and
he excelled. A fastball that was
clocked at 101 mph on scouts'
radar guns in spring training
seemed to get better.
He didn't allow a hit in his
last eight appearances out of
the bullpen, dominating hitters who couldn't catch up
with the fastball or handle
the slider and changeup that
go with it. His teammates in
Louisville marveled.
Whenever Chapman was
on the mound, everyone
watched the board in right
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so that every row, column
and every 3x3 box contains
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Cell phone victim
helps deputies
recover property
MALIBU. Calif (AP) - A
man who bought a cell phone
online, only to find it was the
same one that was stolen from
his car. tipped off California
sheriff's deputies, who arrested
a man they believe broke into
dozens of vehicles.
Deputies arrested 28-yearold Neil Hefner and recovered
163 cell phones, along with
computers, wallets, gift cards and
rare coins. He was booked for
investigation of burglary.
Los Angeles County sheriff's
Lt. John Benedict says one
victim was looking for a new
phone on Craigslist. found one
that looked like his old one and
bought it.

Hiker accidentally
shoots himself
in the rear
WENATCHEE.Wash. (AP)
- A hiker on Blewett Pass shot
himself in the butt when he put
a handgun in his back pocket.
The Chelan County sheriff's
office said the 52-year-old
Snohomish man had moved
his ,40-caliber handgun from
its holster to his back pocket
Saturday to see if that position
would be more comfortable.
The Wenatchee World
reported the gun fired the
bullet down his left buttock
and left leg. coming to rest just
above the knee. He was treated
at Central Washington Hospital
in Wenatchee.

'Bed Intruder'
songster turning
fame into a future
HUNTSVILLE. Ala. (AP)
- Antoine Dodson's angry, headshaking TV interview about a
rape attempt against his younger
sister in her bed has turned into
an (Tunes chart-topping song
The song plays off many of
his lines, including: Tall need to
hide your kids, hide your wife and
hide your husband, 'cause they
raping everybody out here"
In the first 2 weeks of sales,
the song selling for $1.29 had
about 60.000 downloads and
at least 25 million views on
YouTube. The musicians who
put it together are splitting
the proceeds with the 24-yearold Dodson.
He says he plans to use the
money to move his family out of
public housing in Huntsville

When it arrived, many of
his phone numbers were still
programmed into it so he called
deputies Benedict says the
sellers return address was on
the package.

Still, some suggest that the
college student and his family
are being exploited and that
his online rant plays to AfricanAmerican stereotypes.

Frankenstein cited
over monstrous
behavior in Ohio

Atlanta zoo to be
inspected after
snake escape

Golfer's swing
snags rock, sparks
fire in S. Calif

CINCINNATI (AP) - Ohio

ATLANTA (AP)-Georgia
wildlife officials will inspect an
Atlanta zoo after a venomous
rattlesnake was able to escape
and slither around a city
neighborhood.

IRVINE. Calif (AP)-Forget
"Fore!" "Fire!" was the cry of the
day for a golfer whose off-target
swing sparked a 12-acre blaze in
Southern California.
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ACROSS
1 Like volcanoes
6 John follower
10 IRS workers
14 Item of rodeo gear
15 K follower
16 Qatar University city
17 Cold
18 Short-lived agitation?
20 Blues legend Smith
22 Una y._ vez. time and
time agatn
23 Alley prowler
24 Government security for
the blind?
26 Rahm Emanuel's talent
agent brother
27 Ballpark tig.
28 Flee
29 Whale's blowhole, e.g.
31 "I'll have a grande decaf triple
vanilla 2% .., please"
33 "Earth's Children' series author
34 Places to buy orthopedic
products?

1 Actor who was a 1932
swimming gold medalist
2 Former Texas team
3 Pesters
4 "Who's there?" answer
5 Lincoln nval
6 Oipl. official
7 Tree pod also called the
locust bean
8 Neptune's largest moon
9 Canned heat
10 Some pop-ups
11 "No time to talk now' 37
38
12 Conjectures
13 Board producer
19 They don't last
39
42
21 Make ecstatic
25 Initial response team,
43
lor short
44
30 New Mexico county
or its seat
46
31 Small hair piece
47
32 DDE's command
48
34 Negotiated
51
35 Steadfast
52
36 Wildly
57

39 Toast opening, across
the pond
40 Bluebirds, to some
41 Stand-up guys?
45 Part ol un giorno
46 "Buy __ drink?": bar come-on
49 Ring stat
50 Reserved section tor an eight-1
time stolen base champ?
53 Sushi selection
54 Vintner's prefix
55 American Society of Magazine
Editors annual awards
56 Place with thugs in tents?
59 Extreme
60 Software test version
61 "Hooked on Classics"
record co.
62 Spiteful sort
63 Paradise
64 '60s-'70s Japanese leader
65 Jimmies

The 39-year-old Frankenstein
appeared Monday before a judge
who asked why he "went crazy at
the Aug. 27 concert in Cincinnati.
Frankenstein replied that he had
been drinking and didn t really
remember anything.
Frankenstein, of Hamilton,
Ohio, is being held on
J80.000 bond on counts of
menacing, disorderly conduct
and vandalism
Keith's hits include a song that
states: "You ain't much fun since 1
quit drinkin.

Zoo staff noticed the female
tiger rattlesnake was missing
during a routine check late Friday.
The snake was found dead
Monday after a nearby property
owner killed it.
Georgia Department
of Natural Resources
spokeswoman Lauren Curry said
Tuesday that an inspection team
will be sent to Zoo Atlanta to
investigate Zoo officials have
said a staff member did not
properly secure a cage door.
Wildlife officials have not
decided whether the zoo will face
any penalties for the escape

The golfer at the Shady
Canyon Golf Course in
Irvine landed a shot in the
rough Saturday
On his next swing, his club
snagged a rock, causing a
spark that lit the rough ablaze
and eventually attracted 150
firefighters to the scene.
Fire officials say the fire
burned through the rough, into
vegetation next to the course
and over two dry. brushy hillsides.
No charges were filed against
the golfer, whose name was
withheld
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Campus Events

Pa. officer shoots
coyote headed
for colleague
ALIQUIPPA. Pa. (AP)

Men lucky to be
alive after driving
under semi
GETTYSBURG. S.D.(AP)-A

- A western Pennsylvania police
officer said he was saved from
a coyote attack when a fellow
officer shot the animal as it was
about to attack. Aliquippa Sgt.
Douglas Edgell said he stopped
a speeder just before 10 p.m.
Friday and was standing outside
his cruiser with the motorist
when the animal started running
toward him on Route 51.
Two other officers pulled up in
separate cars when one of them,
Officer John Lane, aimed out
his window and shot the animal
before it could reach Edgell.
The animal ran away and
the officers could not find it
afterward.
A coyote had been reported in
the area earlier that day. Officials
aren't sure if it is the same animal.

South Dakota sheriff said two
Minnesota men are lucky to be
alrve after they drove underneath
a stalled semi truck towing a
flatbed. Potter County Sheriff Alan
McClain said hes amazed the men
were not decapitated.
McCain said the crash happened
about five miles west of Gettysburg
on US Highway 212. about 6:15 am
Saturday when it was still dark He
said the semi missed its turn and
attempted a U-tum. and the tractor
wheels went off the road and the
semi got hung up.
Potter said a pickup truck
carrying 29-year-old Shane Hanson,
of Clearwattr. Minn, and 36-yearold Chad Fobbe, of Monbcello.
Minn, came down the highway and
went under the trailer. The men
were able to exit the vehicle.
McClain said both men were
treated at a Pierre hospital and
released the same day.

Nigeria locks
out sleeping
federal workers
ABUJA. Nigeria (AP)
- Snoozing Nigerian federal
employees who reported
late to work have gotten a
rude awakening.
As part of a push to end
tardiness, a number of federal
offices in the nation's capital
Abuja locked out hundreds of
tardy workers Tuesday. The move
is part of an ongoing government
effort to end chronic late arrivals
among employees in Africa's
most populous nation.
The offices opened their
doors an hour later to let the late
employees in.
However, so-called "Africa
time" still plagues government
offices in the oil-rich nation
of 150 million people. While
ministries should be open at 8
a.m., many find operations still
sluggish two hours later. Offices
typically close at 4 p.m. — or
when the failing national power
grid cuts out.

CURRENTLY RUNNING MOVE IN SPECIALS

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
A P If II E III J
Air.O INCLUDED
Two Out tow Pools
On-Site Laundry facilities
24 Hour Emergency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
Lease Renew. Bonuses
Referral Avars' Bonuses
Off Street & Guest Parking
Recycling Program

HEAT/HOT WATER/COOKING
INCLUDED

STOP BY
AND SEE US

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

No Appointments Necessary

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

400 E. Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED

winttirop9gerdenicti.com
WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

invw.wirrltirgpterrace.com

Fewer Bills and a Better Value

Need a Job?
Visit the Career Center staff and
meet employers from:
Owens-Illinois, Total Quality
Logistics, Disney, Sam's Club,
Westfieid Franklin Park Mall,
Qdoba Mexican Grill, Staples,
and Mongolian Gnu
Campus Fest. Sept. 2, 11-3:00

Services Offered

Now registering for YOGA,
BEUYDANCE, BALLET, SALSA,
A INDIAN DANCE classes at
Radiance Studio. Adult and
Children's classes available, see
www laurashakBco for schedule.
Classes begin Tues Sept 7.
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Afterschool chlldcare staff needed
Must bo available M-w-F. 3-6pm
or Tuesdays & Thursdays, 3-6pm.
Contact Pam at:
psattlers9ymcatoledo.org
or call 419473-0202.
Campus Quarters Sports Bar
Now Hiring Bartenders!
Apply m person, 21 + over.
Instructor for creative arts center
In Grand Rapids, OH.
Dance, hip-hop, ballroom, yoga,
martial arts, music, drama.
Studio time avail for rent.
For Info, call 419-324-4709.
Part-time wail staff needed
Apply at LaRoe's in
Grand Rapids. 419-832-3062.
Retail store close to campus
seeks sales person for customer
service, stocking, order taking,
cleaning, VCT/graphics skills and
Prev. exp a +, call 419-409-6116
Singers of any ability are invited
to join the choir at Trinity United
Methodist Church, 200 N. Summit
St, BG. Students receive a
$250 scholarship based on attendance, rehearse Thurs. 7-8:30pm
and sing Sun 10-11:30am.
Contact;
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Help Wanted
police say a Toby Keith fan
named Forrest Frankenstein
threatened them and beat his
head against a partition in their
cruiser after his arrest

Unlike filibusters
Making out too
much lately
1976 raid site
Double-reed
instrument
Ruins
Beethoven's
"Hammerklavier," e.g.
Tiki cocktail
Endless, in poems
Tests
Under-the-smk brand
Oklahoma!" aunt
You might get one at
the pool
58 Mahmoud Abbas's
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For Rent
6BR house, avail Immediately!
Short term leases available!
Call 419-308-1733.
CHEAP! Room avail Jan. 2011,
female pref, $185/mo + utlls.
Call 419-252-0126

Jay-Mar - 2 bedroom
S510/mo tentant pays gas & elec
Central A/C. D/W. university shuttle pickup. Call 419-354-6036.

Medium sized 3BR house. W/D,
A/C, avail NOW! $700/mo + utlls.
Call 419401-3225.

The Highlands -1 bedroom
$350-5400 tenant pays electric.
Great location, quiet area, laundry
on site. Call 419-354-6036

The Homestead -1 BR apis.
S450-S650 tenant pays all utilities
Walking distance to campus and
downtown. Laundry on site, central A/C, great location.
419-354-6036.

For Sale
SI 65 new queen pillow top
mattress set in plastic with
warranty. Can deliver.
Cell 419-707-2954.
Cherry sleigh bedroom set,
solid wood, new In boxes.
Worth $2500, sell $1200.
call 419-897-9062.
RUMMAGE SALE,
First Christian Church,
comer of Hasklns & Poe Rd.
Wed. 9/1 - 5-8pm
Thurs & Fri. - 9am-3pm.

VILLAGE

APARTMENTS

» Reducted Rate in
September 2010*
* Apartments Available •
« Semester Leases *
«MmutesfromBGSU*
* Pet friendly community »
• Heat included*
CMLI FBI SPECIALS!
Located at:

IBARTENDINGI up to $300/d«y
Mo exp. necessary, training provided, call 800-985-6520 xl74

Sofa & lovesoat (microfiber),
new In boxes, lifetime warranty.
Delivery available, $475.

Call 419-707-9970

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green
4««>-.",52-<>335

